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QCM stands for `Query Certi cate Manager'; it is a software system that
has been developed at the University of Pennsylvania as part of the SwitchWare
project on active networks. QCM is a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) intended
to support secure maintenance of distributed data sets like Access Control Lists
(ACL's) or public key certi cate repositories. An ACL is a list of `principals',
identi ed by public keys; such lists can be used to describe who is permitted to
access resources such as the ability to read and modify a le, or run a program.
A public key certi cate is an association between a public key and an individual
or entity. QCM allows policies, such as the ACL of principals allowed to access
a resource, to be described in a special-purpose langauge (the language is also
called QCM). The system provides two services. First, it veri es whether a policy is satis ed by a request, and, second, it uses the policy veri cation to assist
in retrieving the certi cates (digitally signed documents) that are relevant to
the veri cation. This integrated veri cation and retrieval mechanism is known
as policy directed certi cate retrieval and is the primary novel contribution of
the QCM system.

Example. An example drawn from [11] will help to illustrate the idea of QCM.

Suppose a research group is collaborating with a group at a remote site
and wishes to maintain an ACL for the resources at to be used in the project.
can de ne a set, named ACL, of the permitted users with a QCM de nition:
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ACL = LocalUsers [ R $ACL
(y)
Here R is the public key for the group . The notation R $ACL is pronounced, \ R 's ACL," and it is the name of a set ACL de ned by consisting
of the participants from that should be allowed access to the resources at .
R 's ACL is distinct from the ACL de ned by (y), which is known globally as
L 's ACL. By qualifying names with keys, QCM ensures that the sets de ned
by di erent principals will not be confused and establishes a means of delegating
maintenance of part of the ACL to a remote site. The de nition (y) says that
L 's ACL is the union of a set, LocalUsers, and the set R $ACL. LocalUsers
is de ned separately by : for example, its members can be listed explicitly
as a QCM expression such as LocalUsers = f Alice Bob g. Alternatively this
set may be linked to an external data source that interoperates with QCM; the
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QCM implementation currently supports de nitions in an LDAP database [23]
or a at le in a speci c format.
After has made these de nitions, a QCM evaluator on the local machine
can be queried with set expressions involving ACL and LocalUsers. For example, if QCM were asked whether is in ACL, it would check whether it is in
LocalUsers or R 's ACL. Exactly how it does this is largely hidden from the
user. LocalUsers is easy to obtain, of course, but to obtain R $ACL QCM
might use a variety of di erent strategies. The most straightforward would be
to send a message to a QCM evaluator at 's site. An optimization would be
to hold the response at in case the question is asked again in another query.
An extension of this optimization is to mirror (that is, make a copy of) the set
R $ACL locally at . This option breaks into two possibilities: one in which
the QCM process at `pushes' the ACL (or just the part of it that has changed)
whenever it changes, the second in which the QCM process at `pulls' the ACL
(if it has changed) whenever it needs to use it. In each case, it is essential to
secure the integrity of the communications, so QCM signs messages and veri es
signatures when appropriate. Moreover, if a principal from seeks to access
a resource at , then it is convenient to supply a certi cate, signed by R ,
asserting that is an element of 's ACL; this will allow the QCM veri er at
to prove that is in 's ACL without consulting remote data at . QCM
automatically and seamlessly supports all of these mechanisms, as well as other
commonly-used mechanisms. The key objective is to support local autonomy,
that is, the ability of each participant to determine its own access control policies and certi cate retrieval strategies, while providing signi cant automation
and acceptable global behavior.
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Applications of QCM. The use of a PKI system requires the existence of

PKI-aware applications. These are applications that know about QCM, or some
other PKI, and can use it to nd keys or determine whether a request satis es
a policy. Two QCM-aware applications have been built so far.
The rst application [12] provides policies for the evaluation of PLAN programs. PLAN [19] is a programming language for active networks, that is, it is a
language for programming the network routing elements which forward packets
in an internet. Internets that support such programmability are called active
networks. PLAN allows QCM to provide access control policies for functions on
active routers invoked by PLAN packets. This capability has been applied [13]
to the development of an active network rewall, that is, an active network
router that examines packets to provide security for a portion of a network.
The second application [17] provides ACL maintenance for a test bed of
computers for active networks known as the ABONE [1]. The ABONE uses a
program called ANET to allow users to set up active network experiments on
a collection of machines located around the world. The testbed allows active
networks to be tested in the context of actual Internet trac, but signi cant
security concerns are raised by availability on the public network, which is notorious for mischief makers. QCM provides support for ANET's ACL's, which
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determines who is allowed to use the ABONE. This support is scheduled for full
deployment in September of 1999.

Related Work. The best-known PKI architecture is derived from the ISO

Directory series of standards [15] and is usually referenced by its certi cate
format standard, X.509 [16]. This approach to PKI has been widely developed
and there are a number of vendors of PKI products or PKI-aware applications
that rely on X.509-based solutions. In particular, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF), the organization that develops standards for the Internet, has a
working group called PKIX that is developing X.509-based PKI standards [22,
14] for the Internet as well as PKI-aware applications like secure electronic
mail [18]. To nd out more about X.509, [9] and [8] are good sources.
Although X.509 has been widely developed and implemented, its architecture
is not necessarily appropriate for all applications, and, in particular, there is a
desire to explore more light-weight, non-hierarchical approaches. An example of
an alternative model is the popular PGP system for secure electronic mail [24],
which bases its PKI on a simple system of key servers on the World Wide Web
and key rings maintained by users. Key rings support policy de nitions and
provide a local database of certi cates to be used in veri cations. QCM was inspired by a seminal work on an alternative to X.509 called PolicyMaker [4], and
has drawn a number of ideas from similar systems such as SDSI [21], SPKI [7],
and KeyNote [3]. These systems provide approaches to de ning security policies such as access control lists and aim to provide good support with simplicity.
QCM is similar to these systems, but bases its policy de nition language on a
database language called comprehensions [5, 6]. While these other systems base
certi cate retrieval on a separate as-yet-unde ned mechanism, QCM uses query
decomposition and optimization techniques to provide automated certi cate retrieval as part of policy veri cation.

Finding Out More. The QCM home page [20] provides pointers to papers

on QCM, and related web sites. The principle papers on QCM are [10], which
introduces policy directed certi cate retrieval, and [11], which describes the
mathematical semantics of QCM. A discussion of the SwitchWare implementation generally, including QCM, can be found in [2] and software for QCM has
been released as part of the distribution of PLAN 3.2 [19].
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